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Photography is the science, art and practice of images i.e. durable and recorded electromagnetic
radiation or light either chemically by means of a light-sensitive material such as photographic film,
or electronically or by means of an image sensor. A lens is used to focus the light reflected or
emitted from objects into a real image on the light-sensitive surface inside a camera during a timed
exposure. A negative image on film is traditionally used to photographically create a positive image
on a paper base, known as a print either by using an enlarger or by contact printing. Photography
has many uses for business, arts, sciences etc. Previously photography was very rare popular as
there not opportunities available in this field.

Now a day each and every field Photography is very important. There is various form of
Photography among which digital photography is the mostly popular. Many people take up
photography as a profession looking to its facility and polarity. From past few generations music has
become passion as well as dream for most of the human beings. By looking up to the growing
interest of every individual various nature photo contest, kidâ€™s photography contest etc is organized.
These facilities are provided to each and every individual so that they can come with there
upcoming talents. Hence due to all this reasons the value of photography raises through out the
world in a very great impact.

Previously the photographs were of black and white due to lack of advanced facilities. But now in
todayâ€™s world with the advancement of technologies every photographs provided are colored and of
good quality. The uses of photographs is Scientists have used photography to record and study
movements, Artists are equally interested by these aspects but also try to explore avenues other
than the photo-mechanical representation of reality, such as the pictorials movement. Photography
is used by amateurs to preserve memories, to capture special moments, to tell stories, to send
messages, and as a source of entertainment.
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